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Is this answer helpful?

Most astronomers feel that it would be
impossible for life to exist on Venus.
Today, Venus is a very hostile place. It is a
very dry planet with no evidence of water,
its surface temperature is hot enough to
melt lead, and its atmosphere is so thick
that the air pressure on its surface is over
90 times that on Earth.

Reference: coolcosmos.ipac.caltech.edu/ask/39-Could-life-exist-on-Venus-

Life on Venus - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Venus
The speculation of life currently existing on Venus decreased significantly since the early
1960s, when spacecraft began studying Venus and it became clear that the conditions on
Venus are extreme compared to those on Earth.
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Venus
Venus is the second planet
from the Sun, orbiting it
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What Would It Be Like to Live on Venus? - Space.com
https://www.space.com/28357-how-to-live-on-venus.html
Between its desiccated, red-orange landscape and surface temperatures hot enough to
melt lead, Venus is our solar system's analog to hell. Setting up a livable base on the
planet is a feat far beyond our technological capabilities right now, but here's what life
would be like if we could actually live on Venus.

Life on Venus? Russian scientist claims to have seen ...
www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2090556/Life-Venus-Russian...
Life on Venus? No, say space experts - the 'creature' scuttling on the surface is a lens
cap that fell off Russian space probe. Scientist â€¦

Images of life on venus
bing.com/images

See more images of life on venus

New Evidence Suggests Possible Life on Venus
https://www.popularmechanics.com/space/solar-system/a19672527/...
Dark spots in the clouds of Venus could, just maybe, be signs of life floating in the
atmosphere.

Dark Splotches on Venus Could Be Signs of Life
https://gizmodo.com/dark-splotches-on-venus-could-be-signs-of-life...
Venus, with its crushing atmospheric pressure and scorching surface temperatures,
seems an unlikely place for life to take hold. But while the surface of this planet remains
completely inhospitable, Venusâ€™ atmosphere may be capable of harboring microbial
life, according to new research. Venus may ...

From Hospitable to Hellish: Venus May Have Supported
Life
https://www.space.com/33758-venus-habitable-for-billions-of-years.html
Venus may have looked a lot more like Earth billions of years ago, making it possible
that life once thrived on the now-hellish planet.

Videos of life on venus
bing.com/videos

See more videos of life on venus

There Could Have Been Life On Venus! - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNILir-SvfM

Sep 07, 2016 · Scientists believe Venus was once Earth-
like. How is this possible and what caused the planet to
turn toxic? Earth-Like Planet Discovered! What You Need…
To K...Author: Seeker
Views: 265K
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YouTube · 6/18/2009 ·
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Should We Live On
Venus BEFORE Mars?

YouTube · 3/12/2018 ·
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